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Physics. - "Quasi-association 01' rnolecule-complexes." IJ. By Prof. 

J. D. V.IN DER WAAI,S. 

(Communicated in the meeting of October 29, 1910). 

IX. A substance in quasi-association conside1'ed as a binal'y system. 

When a substance is in a state of qua5i-association, it consists of 
molecules with different properties, viz. simple olies and complex 
Olies. Wc ha\ e simplified in 80 far that we have only supposed two 
kinds of molecules, simple ones and n-fold ones, though it is pro
bable, especially when 12 is gl'eat, that it may have a val'iable value. 
In this case n must be considered as a mean value. Of the com
plex molecules we have to consider the volume n times 1:1I'ger than 
that of the simple molecules, and we have come 10 the conclusion 
that the attraction which exists between the molecules has a twofold 
effect then. First of all it brings about the aggregation to molecule
complexes, and for another part, but then to a diminished amount, 
it remains present as molecular pressure, For that molecular 

pressul'e a is di~inished to a (1 - ~)~. That this aggregation is to 

be expected when tlte molecular aitraction diminishes exceedingly 
rapidly, and only makes itself felt at distances which aJ'e compar
able with the mean distance of the molecules, had all'eady been 
fOl'eseen by BOT,TZMANN, as DEBYE remarks. (Alln. del' Physik 1910). 
Bnt then it shollld also be accepted, in my opinion, that this is 
accompanied by a decl'ease of the molecular pressure. 

That such an aggl'egation, c:111ed by me quasi-association, exists, 
I del'ived in the pl'eceding first part (These Proc. June 1910) from 
the differellces w hich the experiment presents with every equation 
of st:1te for which snch all association is not assnmed. Fol' it W:1'! 
demollstrated there that the assnmption of a as temperatUJ'c function 
is not Lo oe leconciled with the l'OUl'se of the existing diffel'ences. 
It !tas also been shown at length that the 'assurnption of b as tem
peJ'atnl'e fUllction cannot account for the existing differences either, 
thongh 1 l'efel'l'ed fol' the proof to VAN Ru's thesis fol' the doctoraLe. 
That also other snppositions cOl1cerning the value of the molecular 
pl'~SSlll'e al'e insufficient to do so, I have stated, though 1 have 
omitlecl tbe proof. And to increase the confidence in the existence 
of this quasi-associatioll I will prove th is here lh'st of all. To a 

a 
value of the IÏloleculàl' pressl1l'e of - corresponds a value of the 

vI'-
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1 a 
energy of - ----, and a \'alue of 

ft-I vp.-l 

a a 

- - -1 p = -- , or putting - = Q: (
T dp ) 1 vtP.-l V~p.-l 1 
p dT (1-1 V2 -V1 v 

(
! dp -1) PV1V2 = 1 QIP.-l;- Q/J-l , 

p dT a (1-1 Ql - Q2 

whHe 

(~ d~ _ 1) PkVk 2, = QkP.-2. 
P dT kl' a 

By division of the two last equatioml byeach other we find: 

( 
Ql )1'-1 (Q2)P.-1 

1 + cp = 1 + Vl-m _ l-m = _1_ flk Qk 

\ 

2 (1-1 (;:) _ (;:) 

The last term has a value of = 1 for (1 = 2, 'a value of 

~ 1((>1 + Q2) I fOl' (1 = 3, or a value of 1 + "I (1-1n) as lh +Qs = 
I~ ~I ~ 

= 211 + y (l-m)l, 
So the l'apid increase of tbe quantity (J', which already amounts 

to 0,1 for 1 - rn = 0,01 accOl'ding to the obsel'vations, is not even 
expJained by (1 = 3, but would then amount to no more than 0,008. 

7 
A. value of (1 = 3"' which was put by KJ.EEMAN (Phil. Mag. Oct. 

1910) would even be less adequate to do so. 
Fol' a value of /.! between 2 and 3, <j also bas a value 

between 0 and "I (1- rn ). We ran namely show that for equal 
vaine of 1 - rn, the quantity rp incl'eases with (1. 

Putting Ql = 1 + b.. 1 and Q2 = 1 - b.." we have namely: 
Qk Qk 

1 (1 + b.. 1)P.-l - (1 - b.. 2)p.-l 
1 + rp - -- -'-----:---.:.,--.-:..:...-

- (1-1 b..
1 

+ b..
2 

I 

and from this follows: 

dep 1 (1+b..1)p.-l Nep log (1+b.. 1)-(1-lls)p.-l Nep log(I-b..,) 
--=---+ . 
(l+q)d(1 ((1-1)2 (1 + lll)P.-l - (1 - ll2)P.-l 

lf we 'confine oUl'selves to small values of 1 - rn, and so also fo 
-smal! vallles of L. 1 and ll" we find: 

32* 
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MOl'eo" eI" if we confine oUl'selves to sma,ll values of 6 1 and 6~ 
we find for 1 + ljJ the vaIue: 

-(f-L -1) (61 + 6~) + (f-L - ~).(~ -- 2) (61~ - 6·~~) 

(f-L - 1) (61 + 6~) 
or 

f-L -- 2 .- . 
1 + ljJ = 1 + -- (61 - 6 2) = 1 + (f-L -- 2) r (1 - rn). 

1.2 . 
17-

So ljJ wouid be = - r (1- rn) fol' f-L = -, so much too sm'all, at 
R 3 

lea5t for very small value of 1 - rn. 
So wë come to the conclusion, that the observations in the neigh

boul'hoQ.d..~ of JIle critical ,point and ~ fottiori at lOlver tempel'atures 
and great~r. density"" lead to the assumption of quasi-Msoriatiou -
and if we then take a single valne for 12 by way of simplification, 
we have a' binal'Y system. 
. If w.e now det~l'mine the valne of ti' at given tem'pel'ature fOl: all 
possilJle values of tI}, representing the fraction present as simple 
molecules by 1 - x, such a value of ti' as function of x and v 
represents a sm'face. It is true that on account of the possibility of 
the transition of the subsiance from Ihe simple to the n-fold moleclllar 
Male by no means all the points of sucl! a sllrface represent slales 
which can 1'ea11y occu!'. A second equation holds for the determina
tion of those points of the l/J-smface which repl'eSellt really occurring 
states. If the vaille of 11- has been determined fol' coustant weight, 

this second equation is given by (dd~) = O. ·If on the other hand we 
IV vT 

ha"e cleterll1inecl the value of tI' for 1 - Y simple and y complex 
molecules, this second relation must be fOl1l1d by putting the molecular 
Ihel'tTIoc1ynamic potenlial foL' a complex molecule n times that of a 
simple molecule. But, as immediately foUows fl'om the eqnation 
given in These Proc. October 1902, p. 306, ihis may immediately 
be redlH'ed 10" the prececling form, if in the second case the vaille 
of 'I' is fir5t clivided by lbc weight of 1 - Y simple molecules and 
y complex ones, so by 1 + (11-1) y. 
_ ,But whate\'er form we may ehoose fOl'.tl".we get a second equation 
- anel it follows from tbis that only a single curve lying' on the 
.tl,-surfac;e indicates -tl)e really occurring, states. :rhis curve may be 
considel'cLl as the intersection of the. tI,-s~rfac~o with ~nother surface 
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(~:) = 0; and sa we find the points of this curve by seeking the 

smallest \'alue of tp in every section of the tp-surface for v = 
constaut. Now toa ('oexisting states will be gi ven by points on the 
t~-surfàce, fol' which 1he tangent planes coincide. If the double tangent 
plane is rolled when there is a spinodal and also a binodal line on 
the ll,-surfaee, on]y one single position will be of significance fol' 
really occlll'ring states. The points of contact are then the points in 
which the curve l1l1der consideration intersects the binodal curve, 
the intersection witl~ the spinodal curve giYing the points between 
which unstable states are found. When lhe temperature has dsen 
to above the critical temperatl1l'e of the substance, and so whell na 
coexisting states are possl.ble any longer, the discllssed cur\'e must 
pass throughout its course, so between v = 00 and v = b, lhrough 
points of the tp-surface representing stabie phases and so neither the 
spinodal I~Ol' the binodal line can extend oV(>1' the whole bl'eadth of 
the tJ:-surface. At the critical temperature, the' two points of inter
section of the curve with lhe binodal, and also with the spinodal 
line coinride, arid sa the critical point is a plaitpoil1t on lhe tp-surface. 

The conditions for stability of a phase on the l/!·surface of a binary 
system are: 

and 

or 

and 

The last farm may be written: 
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_(dF) > 0 
dv T 

and so can as su me the simple form which holds fol' a sirnple sub
stance, either with or without association. For 

Ol' 

or 

Fl'om 

dp (dP) (dP) da; 
dVT = dv xT + \.da; vl'du' 

( dIP) = 0 follows by diffel'entidtion' 
dx vT 

- dv + - d,'I] + -- dl' = 0 ( d
2t,,) (d21/') ( d2

tp ) 
da;dv T d,'I]2 ( T d,'I] dT v 

- - du + - drc - - dl = 0 dp (d2tp
) (df/) , 

da;cT d,'I]2 oT dm oT 

_ (dP) do + (d
21fJ

) dJ] _ (dE) dl' = 0 
d.v eT dlc 2 oT d.'/) oT l' 

, dx (~~)VT 
80 for constant value of T we have - = . if we sub-

du (d2tp) , 
da;2 ;cT 

d.lJ. dp 
stitnte this value fOl' - In the equation for - the third condition of 

du dUT 
stability becornes: 

( dP)2 
dp (dP) dx vT 

- du > - du xT (d2IP) 
d,'/)2 vT 

as we had del'ived from the theo1'1 of 'a binary system. 
So the lirnits within which unstable states are fOllnd, lie fllrthel' 

apart than would follow from (dF) = O. They are detel'mined by 
dv xT 

(
dP)S 

_(dP) = da; vT 
du xT d 2tp 

<Ix' 

Only fol' the case that also (dP:,\ is = 0, they coincida with 
dX)vT 

those of (dP) = O. 
dv xT 

. 
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In hal'mony with all this is also thc eil'cumstance that tbe critical 
point of the binary mixture for constant \ alne of x still lies in the 
unstable region. In the critical pomt for a mixture with constant :r 

(<!!) = 0, and so also dp positive. A('col'dingly the _critiCal pomt 
dv xT da 

of the substance in association is a plaitpoint, as we saw above. 
More similal' rem.1l'ks nlIght be made, but all follo\ving ft'onl and in 
agreement wüh the considel'ation of an associatlJlg substance as a 
binary system. 

X. Slwpe of tlte tp-sU1jace. 

For the lf'-surface for constallt weight we must assnme for 'P the 
form: 

Rl' (I-,V + ~) 
p= 

(v-b).c 

if l-x l'E'pl'esents the fraclioJl of the weight that is present in t l16 

form of simple molecules, and tV the fl'action WhlCh OCClll'S as complex 
mole('ules. 

For the tl,-surface for constant number of molecules we must put: 

Rl' a[I--V + ~vJ 
p=--- .. 

(v-b)y vy• 

if i-y repl'esents the fraction which is present as simple molectdes 
and y the fl'action which OCCUl'S as complex molecules. 

Between the qnaniities ,'ti and y exists the relatlOn. 

1lV 

-I-V l-,v 

For both the ter111S of this equation represent the ratio of the 
quantities by weight in the associated and unassociaicd form. Then 
we find: 

nv 
al =---"--

1 - V +ny 

1- IV = 1-,'1/ 
1 - V + nv 

IV 1 
1-,'11+-=---

n I-V + ny 
n 

I-V +-y 
,v 2 

1--=----
2 I-V + ny 
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From the equality of p, whether this quaniity is expresl:iedl in ii: or 
in y, follows: 

and 

,r: 
l-x+-

n 

(v-b)x 

1 

b) 
of (v-b)y = (l-y+ny) (v-b)x, 

(v- y 

( 1 - i Y (1 - y + ~ y 
---2 - = 2 or Vy = (1 - y + ny)vx • 

Vx vy 

And so we find, what, indeed, might have been put at once: 

bIJ = b (1 - y + ny) 
and sa: 

RT 
p=-------

vy -ox(l-y + ny) 

( n)~ 
a 1 -y + 2" 

\ '\ 
I 

The quantity bx is not dependent on ,'C, and may be written without 
index. In the last farm we ean app]y with the greatest certainty the 
el'iteria which have been fOlmd in the theory of a binal''y system to 
detel'lllÏne whether we have a mixture with deereasing or increasing 
value of TI. or pel'haps with mll1irnum value of 11. The latter 
appears to be the case. The cnterlOn for minimum Tk requires that 
a value of y can be determined between 0 and 1 wbich satisfies 
the relation: 

1 da,! 1 db,! 

ay dy = by dy' 

With ay = a (1 - Y + ~y y and by = b (1 - Y + ny) we find for 

the detel'rnination of y the equation: 

n-2 n-1 
n -1 - y + ny' 

l-y + 2"Y 

Fa!' y = 0 the first term viz. n - 2 is smaller thal1 the second, 
which then becomes n -- 1. For y = 1 the first term is equaI to 

n-2 n-l 
2 --, and the eecond to --. So if 2n-4> n-J minimum 1\ 

n n 

is present, sa if n> 3. For the value of -y- we find -( 2_, and 
l-y n n-3) 

x 2 
sa for -- the value -- , 

I--x n-3 
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From the form of p as function of ;JJ we might also have al'l'Îved 
at the same result by investigating whether the quantity: 

IJJ 
l-IJJ+-

11 

can assume a minimum value fol' values of al between 0 and 1. So 
we might determine x fl'om: 

Ol' 

or 

Ol' 

Ol' 

1 
[IJ 

1 
1--

n 

a: 
1---

2 
I-a:+-

n 

1 n-1 

IV n(l -- IV) + iV 
1-:v +"2 

,v(n - 1) 
. (n - 1) (1 - IV) + --- = n(l - lIJ) + ,e 

2 

[IJ 2 
-I-a: C\ 

1/,-0 

2 
3,=--. 

n-1 

In harmony with this is the value 
2 

y-.;:,..'----
- (n-1) (n - 2)' 

Especially on the tf,-sm'face fol' constant number of molecules tIle 
mixture with minimum critical temperature lies very near the side 
of the component which }las the smallest ,'olume of the molecules. 
And it is to be expected that a mixture fol' which the pI aitpoint, 
line (p,T-pl'ojection) touches the p,T-projection of the critical points, 
does not exist. Such a point, viz. lies still more shifted towards the 
side of the component with the smalle5t b. Originally I, ga,'e the 
formula: 

\ 

fol' the determination of the concentration of such a mixture. \ 

1 day 2 1 dby , 
- -d = -3 -b - (Cont. II, p, 120) 
ay y V dy 
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Later on (These Proc. March 1902, p. 548) I thought I had to 
conclude th at the form: 

1 day (-2 db 'I 

ay dy =! J bij dy 

, (T dP) in which J = P dT ~I' is more accurate. 

Then we have for the determina.tion of y the eqllation: 

12-2 1-2 n-l 

n - 1 -1 1 - y + ny' 
I-y + 2 Y 

The value of y satis(ying this equation is: 

I-n 2 
y =j (n-l) (n-2) 

If n > J, to which I ha"e tbought I hud to conclude, then y is 
negative. In otber words, then the point of contact of the plaitpoint 
line and the curve of the critical points does not OCClll'. But this 
does also away with the principal reason why in the dl'awing of 
the two p,1:cUl'ves, viz. that of the plaitpoints and thut·of the critical 
points, for mixtures with minimum critical temperature, the distance 
of the two CUl'ves has been chosen so smal!. 

The p, T-projection of the critical points begins at a tem pel'ature 
" 8 a ,,8 an 

giren by R1i. = ----, ends at R1"k = -----, and has a 
1 r(f-I)bg 2 r(f-l)bg4 

. s a n(n - 2) 
minimum temperatUl'e glven by RTkm == -------. So whereas 

. ?'(f-l)bg(n-l)~ 

the flnal temperature is about Ol' a little more (han twice as high 
as the initial temperature, the tempel'atul'e has fil'st run back, and 
has fallen to the 

n(n-2) = 1 _ 1 
(n-l)2 (n-I)2 

part of the initial temperature, so only a little lowel' than th is, for 
2 2 

x = -- Ol' Y = . '1.'11e value of pk has continually 
n-l (n--I) (n-2) 

a 1 
deseended. In the initial point this ralue arnounts to bg2 r\! l' 

at the minimum temperature it amounts to the (: ~y part of 

b;~ (:_ ~y so to somewhat more than ~ of the original amount .-
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1 
and the final value iR the - part of the initial value. 'fhe temperature 

4 
fol' the curve of the plaitpoints of course coincides with that of the critical 
points fol' Tkl and for Tk2 , but is higher for all intermediate values of tV or 
y: Only if there should be a mixture for which the two curves are in 
contact, they wil! of course again coincide. If this point of contact 
exists, which it' we start from the initia1 point, lies before the point 
where minimum temperatul'e exists, it follows from this that a1so the 
plaitpoint curve mUbt begin with retrograding to lower temperatures. 
But this cogent reason for the retl'ogression of the plaitpoint line is 
wanting here. And 80 the questioll may be raised, if when this 
point of contact IS absent, the plaitpoint line may perhaps begin 
with running to higher tempem.tures. For the particular 'tfJ-surface 
of an associating substance the answer to this question is of no 
or mther of very liWe importance. BlIt for the tbeory of' tbe binary 
systems in general it is of gl'eater importance. Jf the question shou1d 
have to be answel'ed in the nfïiL'lnati ve, Ule T,;l.'-pl'Ojection of the 
plaitpoint Jil'le need not present a minimum for J~l, and the existence 
of double, retrograde condensation, which I dibcussed (These Proc. 
lVIarch 1909) wOlild not be necessary. Then we meet, however, with 
other difficulties, which I cannot discuss here. 

For the 'tfJ-surface of an associating substance the matter would be 
sett1ed if it was possible to prove that the vaIlle öf 'Ik for tbe 
substance when there is 110 association is just as high as 01' lower 
tban the va1ue of Tpl in the case of association. 

If we seek Tk for the case when: 

BT a 
P=v-b-;; 

we find -for the determination of Tk: 
RTk ( db) 2a. 

(v-W 1 - dv =~ 
and fol' the determination of v : 

or 
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But even though we restriet ourseh'es to the simplified form: 

b bg 
-=l-a-
bg v 

the detel'mination of v requires thé lmowledge of (I, and also tlle 
determination of v becomes uncertain and so also the detel'mination of: 

R1\ = 2a (v-W 1 
va db 

1-
dv 

a 1 
It appears that R'1k dIffel's ver)' little from -b -Cf -(p.118These 

g l' --1) 
Proc. June 1910). But whethel' this diffel'ence is positive Ol' nega!i\'e 
is not to be stated with certainty. 

For the present I shall have to leave this an open point. 
In the equation 

MR1' a "( b)2 _ y(I-y) (v da'i 2 dbl!)~ v -.:::ia v - _ ay - - - -
2 ay dy dy 

(of § 21 Oont. II) there is, indeed, a means to be found to get 
information about the different circulIIstances in the course of the 
spinodal line in the immediate neighbourhood of the axes.'I] = ° and 
J] = 1, at least ql1alitatively, for mixtures fol' whieh the minimum 
va)ue of Tt lies at vel'y small value of y. The nbove simple 
equation namel)' holds, if ala~ = au ~, w hich wiJl be the case for 
quasi-associatioll. 

Let us put the value of T equal to Tk for y = 0, and so 
MRTv 1

3 = 2al ,vl-bIY, and further, what has always been assumed 
. db '! 8 al 

in the deri vation of thiS equation - = 0 and frJR Tir = - - and 
. dv • 27 bI 

VI = 3b1 • 

Let us 110W seek how many points of intersection a line V = VI 

possesses with the spinodal line.: As ay = ~I (1 + n 2 2 y) and 

by= bI [1 + (n-l)y], the above equation becomes. 
- __ 1 

( 
2 )2 ' 

MRTk 27bl
3 

- 2al 1 + n 2 y [3bl - bI - bI (n-I) y]2 = 
,I' 

y(l-y) (1 n-2)2 3b1(12-2) t 2 = al + -- y - 2 (n-l) bI 
2 2 , n-2 

- l+TY \ 
I 

r 
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( 
n-2)~ ( n-I)~ y(I-y) I I ~ 1-. l+T y I--

2
-y =16- 3(n-2)-2(n-I)-(n-I)(n-2)y\. 

If fol' '1.' = 0 Ol' X = 1 we had just minimum critical temperature, 
then: 

(1 da/I) (1 db/I) 
~ dy 1= by dy 1 

would he, or n - 2 = n -1, which might only be put for n = CP; 
if the above mentioned !Joint of contact of plaitpoint line and critical 
line was just there, then would be: 

or 
3 (1~-2) = 2 (n-I) 

, 
w hieh would hold for n = 4. AS5uming intermediate propertjes for 
the initial point, we must put: 

( 1 day) (1 dby) 
ay dy 1 = k by d3' l' 

in \v hich lc lies 
2 2 

between 1 and - . That I put here -, and not as 
3 3 

b 1-2 .. d . 1 1 t a ove -- 1S m accol' ance Wlt I W la 
1-1 

I have said about tlJe 

sunplifications which have been applied m tbe derivation of the 
discussed equation. 

80 we have here: 

(n -2) = k (n-I) 

80 ~ approaches unity 111 conneetion with the high value of n, 
and the minimum critical temperature hes only a vel'y liWe distallce 
fl'om thc axis i/: = O. 

Now we have to examine the valne of y in the eql1atÎon: 

-( n-2)~ ( n-l)~ y(I-y) ]- I--
2
-y I--

2
-y = 16 (n-4-(n-I)(n-2)yl~ 

Fol' Y = 0 this equation is sarisfied, and so the critical point for 
x = 0 is a point of the spinodal curve. It is self-evident that the 
line v = V1 can only present poiJlts uf intel'section \vith the braneh 
of the spinodal line wh{eh lies on the liquid side. If we diYide both 
the membel's of the equation by y, we get a, thil'd-power eqnation 
apptlJClltly, whieb, howevel', simplifies to a 2",1 power eql1ation, beeause 

- - - -
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the quantity 
(n-1)~ (n-2)2 
---1-6- y3 occurs in both members, which quan-

tity accordingly is cancelled. 'I'his quadratic equation can either haye 
two positive roots, or one positive root and a negative one, which 
depends on the value of n. 

But without ascertaining the significanee of the different points of 
intersection iJl connection with the number of the roots of the equa
tiOll we ilfimediately find for' small vallles of y an answer to the 
question which has been put here, if we replace the equality ofthe 
two members of the equation hy, what is the criterion of stability, 

1 _ (1 _ n-2 y)2 (1 _ n-1 y)2 > y(l-y) l(n-4) _ (n-l) (n-2)yll 
2 2 -16 

or for small value of y by: 

(
n--4)

2 

y> - !I 
4 

80 when (n 4 4J > 1, the spinodál curve extends over the whole 

breadth, and the temperature mU5t rise above Tk from the very 
beginning. 

We might make this result more comprehensihle by observing that 
for a mixture with minimum critlCal temp81'ature splitting up of the 

~~ -
line - = 0 takes place at (lj,)1II11l ; but that splitting u p of the 

dv~ 

spinodaI line does not take place until higher temperature, and 
then at another \'alue of y, too. 80 Ihe double point shifts, and 
according to our result, to the side trom which (Tk)mill is not far 

distant. Fot' (n 4 4y= 1 thc double point l'eaches the edge. For 

smallel' value of n it does not reach the edge yet. On account of 
the approximative charaeter of the equalion under dlSel1ssion all this 
can of course, not be considered as a conclusive proof, a.nd the result 
will not be numel'ically accurate. But the result is in sueh close 
agreement with what we conld expect a priori, viz. th at it must be 
possible that the plaitpoint line rises at first even for mixtures with 
(Tl)mi'l' th at I think that we may safely assume this possibility. But 
all this can only oceur if t11e \'alue of y, for which Tk has minimum 
value, is very small. If y for (l',.)mw = 0, this would be self·evident. 


